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SHORT HISTORICAL ) 

Nuclear fission was discovered in 1939 by Hahn and Strassmann. 
They showed that Baryum and Lanthanum isotopes were produced under 
irradiation of natural Uranium with neutrons. Doing so they explai
ned fhe origin of the activities obs'eryed previously (1934) by 
Fermi . Meitner and Frisch (1939), measured the high kinetic 
energies associated with the fission fragments using a gas ioniza
tion chamber. They also suggested that nuclear "fission" as they 
named the newly discovered phenomenon might be explained on the 
basis of an analogy with a liquid drop. This analogy was fully de
veloped by Fraenkel (1939),* and mostly Bohr and Wheeler (1939), . 
Halban, Joliot and Kowarski (1939),Ç showed that the fis
sion process itself was associated with neutron emission and 
demonstrated the possibility of a self sustained chain fission reac
tion. Due largely to this circunstance fission was very actively 
studied during the war. As far as physics is concerned it was 
found that the liquid drop model was unable to account for the 
assymetry of the fission process. The so called assyneeric frag
ments' mass distribution, already found by Hahr» and Strassmann was 
firmly established during the war. After the war fission studies 
became less fashionable among nuclear physicists. This loss of in
terest might have been related to the original sin, the atomic 
bomb. It was also related to the failures of the liquid drop model 
in explaining both the fragments'mass distributions and the spec
trum of excited levels in nuclei. In 1949 Mayer and Jensen,? 
proposed the shell model of nuclei. This model provided the basis 
for understanding the excited level sheme of nuclei. At first 
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sight this model appeared to contradict the liquid drop model sin
ce it pictured the nucleus as a Fermi gas of independent non inte
racting particles evolving in a common nuclear potential. During 
the 50's most nuclear physicist were trying t o understand ele
mentary excitations in nuclei in the frame of the independent par
ticle model. Although there was still an important expe
rimental activity in fission studies it appeared to be rather 
marginal with respect to the main stream of fashionable nuclear 
physics. These studies showed that the liquid drop model 
was not only unable to explain the fission fragment's mass distri
butions but also the fission barriers and the spontaneous fission 
lifetimes. Things got even worse with the discovery of a 14 ms 
spontaneously fissionning isomer of by S. Polikanov et al.,8> 

Meanwhile a very important step was made towards the synthe
sis of the shell and liquid drop model. This was the unified model 
of Bohr and Mottelson,^ and Mottelson and Nilsson,l^ . In this 
model the nuclear potential is allowed to be deformed. This defor
mation induces a deformation of thé nuclear matter density which 
should be consitent with the potential itself. This was the so-
called self consistent approach. In this approach the self consis
tency was not required in "detail" but on the second moments of 
the potential and density distributions. The potential was there
fore related to smoothed average density. It was also recognized by 
Swiatecki et al.,1'that all systems .with "leptoderoous" (thin-skin) 
density distribution shoul behave as liquid drops,(as far as 
their potential energy goes). Was the liquid drop model related to 
the average density responsible for the self consistent average 
potential ? The answer to this question would have still to wait 
more than ten years. The Nilsaon model was able to account very 
satisfactorily for ground state deformations but failed at large 
deformations and predicted much too strong stabilities of nuclei 
towards fission. The real break through was made in 1966 by Myers 
and Swiatecki,12 and Strutinsky, . Myers and Swiatecki related 
the small level density of closed shell nuclei to an increased 
binding energy leading to a shell correction to the liquid drop 
mass, formula. They also predicted the possible existence of super -
heavy nuclei* Independently Strutinsky had found this relationship 
between level densities and nuclear masses. This was the basis for 
an averaging and «normalization procedure by which the liquid drop 
model was used to provide average nuclear energies on top of which 
shell corrections obtained from the Nilsson model were added. 
Strutinski made the very unexpected finding that the fission bar
rier was split in two. This double-humped fission barrier provided 
a very natural explanation of fission isomerism. It predicted and 
explained a whole wealth of phenomena such as certain structures 
in fission cross sections. Once again fission studies came to the 
foreground in low energy nuclear physics until the upsurge of 
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heavy ions physics put them back on a more modest footing. 
Bloch and Balian,14 showed that the deformed shells responsible 
of the secondary minimum in the fission barriers could be unders
tood from very general geometrical considerations. Finally the 
Hartree Fok theory of nuclear deformation energies'^ gave a 
microscopic basis to the Strutinsky procedure and illuminated the 
relationship between density and energy averagings. The mass assy-
metry was qualitatively understood on the basis of deformed shell 
structures in the nascen^.fragments and quasi stationnary scission-
point models met some quantitative successes. However the dynamics 
of the fission process remains largely ununderstood. A cross-fer
tilization between low energy fission and heavy ion reactions is 
already taking place and may help understanding nuclear dynamics. 

In these lectures we shall start by the liquid drop model of 
fission and compare some of its prediction with experiment. The 
liquid drop analogy allows to define in à rather simple and intui
tive way a number of useful concepts and possible observables. 

We show how a synthesis of the liquid drop 
model and.of the shell model can be made using the Strutinsky shell 
averaging procedure. Some experimental data related to the exis
tence of shape isomers are presented and discussed. We conclude by 
discussing some aspects, both experimental and theoretical, of . 
fission dynamics. 

I. Fission of a charged liquid drop. 
1.1. Generalities. 

We first*consider an uncharged liquid drop. In a liquid, 
molecules only interact with their nearest neighbors. It is there
fore possible to define a local energy density which is a functio
nal of the matter density 

E(p> - E <P<r)> - E (r) 

As long as the density is constant within the drop the ener- . -
gy density is also constant and the total energy of a definite 
volume of the liquid is proportional to the volume itself. Molecu
les close to the surface are less bound than those which are in 
the bulk of the liquid. Therefore the total internal energy of the 
drop has a negative (for attractive forces) volume term and a posi
tive surface term which accounts for the deficit in binding 

E - - ^ V + A s S 

For an incompressible liquid with a total number of molecu
le? N , V is proportionnai .to N and S to N 2/3 thus 

t * ~ a v N + a N 2 / 3 
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If che drop is charged one has to take into account a Coulomb re
pulsion term 

Z2 f e2 .* ,+, E • — — / —j TT— dr dr c V2j /t-r'/ 

where = is in fact the volumic charge density of the drop. 

For a sphere of radius R one obtains the known formula 

E 1 
5 

Z 2e 2 

R 

It is clear that,.due to the I term the Coulomb term will 7PP7 
be less for stretched liquid drops than for spherical ones 
while the reverse is true for the surface energy term. Therefore 
when the drop deforms there will be an antagonism between the 
Coulomb and Surface terms. To be more specific it is necessary to 
describe, in some way, the shape of the liquid-drop. This is a 
rather tricky task when one wants to describe all the shapes which 
might take place during the fission in two parts of an originally 
spherical drop. One possibility is to describe the surface in 
terms of a complete set of spherical harmonics. This description 
is certainly very good for small or moderate deformation but fails 
for separated fragments. Due to che large amount of work which has 
been done using spherical harmonics we give some' details on this 
approach. We use the definitions of Wilets (16). The surface is 
defined by its distance Co the origin 

X R(6,*) * R„ )1 + ? 
X-l 

Z cc. l\u (e,*)} 
with cu •<-> V u 

In most cases one assumes an axial symmetry of the drop. Thus R 
depends only of 9 and 

R(6) - R 0 ( 1 + ? ax ?x (cos8)l 

R • is a normalization constant which should keep the volume of 
tne drop constant. 

The term with X-l corresponds to a motion of the center-of-mass 
for small values of a and it is usually assumed that a-0. 

Fig.1 shows the sequence of shapes obtained when the terms X-2 
and A*4 alone are/considered. It can be seen that the X-2 term 



more or less measures the amount of stretching of the drop vhile 
the X«4 measures its necking. It has become usual to define such 
stretching and necking parameters in order to display the potential 
energy map of the drop as a function of deformation. Such a map is 
shown on Fig.2. 

At least a third parameter is needed to describe completely enough 
the fission of the drop. This parameter is called the mass asymme
try parameter and corresponds, for example to the X«3 term of the 
Legendre polynomial expansion, or to some combination of X*3 and 
X-5. These terms' are not reflection symmetric and they may therefore 
describe an increase of the mass of one fragment at the expanse of 
the other. ; 

It has recently appeared that a full description of fission had 
to take into, account some departure from axial symmetry which 
means the inclusion of the terms with m ^ 0 of the second order 
spherical harmonics. It can be shown, however that this only in
cludes on additional parameter namely the parameter "y" defined 
as 

a 2 Q - B cos y 

a22 " a2-2 •' 72 6 s i n Y 

a21" V i l 0 

In summary the fissionning liquid drop is usually defined by four 
parameters 

- stretchi-\ 
- necking 
- mass asymmetry 
- axial asymmetry 

Some additional parametea have been introduced especially for the 
treatment of the dynamics of the drop by R< Nix for example'?. 

1. 2. Main results. 
a22^tabilit2_with_res2eçç_to_fission. 

It can be shown that the quadrupole X-2 mode is the softest. 
For this mode the deformation energy for small deformations is 
given by '* 

E s " Eso H 
Thé Coulomb energy is given by 

2 
E c ' Eco H 



Where E__ and E__ refer to the spherical configuration. Thus 
a 2 / E \ 

ES + E C " ( ES0 + EC0> - 2? ('SO""! 2) 

This difference is positive and thus the spherical shape stable 
with respect to fission if 

2 Eso 
x is called the.fissility parameter 
Since E S Q % A 2 / 3 

I w , * 
"* Eco"7i73 

A 

more precisely for nuclei 

* 50A 
Z 2 

Fission is exothermic for X > 0.35 (-j- = 17) 

Therefore for all nuclei with 0.35 < X < 1 

the spherical 'ground state is only a metastable state with respect 
to fission. To undergo fission the nucleus has to over-come a fis
sion barrier very much similar to an activation barrier in chemis
try. The shape which corresponds to the minimum fission barrier 
(minima*) is called the saddle point shape and corresponds to an 
unstable equilibrium shape with respect to fission. Some "saddle 
point" shapes are shown on Fig.3. It can be seen that a transition 
occurs for fissility parameters between 0.6 and 0.7. Tor X < 0.6 
the saddle point shapes may be approximated by two spheroidal nu
clei in contact, a definite neck has formed. For X > 0.7 the sad
dle shapes are more cylindrical-like and do not show any necking. 
It is important to note that for X < 0.6 the saddle and scission 
shapes are rather similar so that the dynamical effects taking 
place during the motion of the dro? between those two configura
tions should not have ouch importance. This might not be true for 
heavy systems with X > 0.7. 

b^^Màss, distributions. 
Let us first clarify the terminology. Of course, since in 

most cases, fission gives rise to only two fragments,mass distri-



hue£oas should be symmetric with respect to approximately half the 
mass of the fissioning nucleus. However the mass split is 
asymmetrical except when both fragments have precisely the same 
mass. By extension we say that the mass distribution is symmetric 
when the most probable mass split is symmetrical and that it is 
asymmetric when the most probable mass split is not symmetrical. 
For x > 0.37 the liquid-drop model always produces symmetric mass 
distributions. This result is by no means trivial since it invol
ves not only the knowledge of shape dépendance of the potential 
energy of the drop but also the full treatment of the dynamics of 
the drop motion. Such a calculation has been made, for example, by 
R. Nix,'7. 

It is, however, instructive to consider the case of two drops 
in contact and study their potential energy as a function of their 
mass ratio. A simplified calculation where deformations are not 
taken into account suffices to show the trends of the variations 
of this energy. The energy of the double drop system is computed 
by adding the ground state masses of the drops to their mutual 
Coulomb repulsion which, limited to the monopole-monopole contri
bution writes Z. Z_ e* 

The set of curves shown on Fig.4 illustrates the curves obtai
ned for different values of the fissility parameter. It is seen 
that very asymmetric splits always present a relative minimum. 
This means that the nuclear drop is stable with respect to parti
cle emission (neutrons or protons for example). Symmetric mass 
splits appear for X >.0.38 which is called the Businarp Gallone 
point. If two equally sized drops are put into contact for 
* < ^usinaro Gallone™* o f t h e d t o p w i U t e n d t o d i g e s t t h e o t h e r ' 
On the contrary for X > X_ c the two drops may coexist peacefully ! 
This finding has profound implications for our understanding of 
heavy ion reactions. 

Heavy ions usually bring a large amount of angular momentum 
in the coumpound nucleus when it is formed. It is worthwhile; the
refore, to study the effect of angular momentum on the stability 
of the liquid drop. This is done by adding a rotational energy 
term 2 

E - •=* 
. . R 1Ï 

to the liquid drop energy. L is the brought in angular momentum 
and I the moment of inertia of the drop with respect to the rota
tion axis. I is a function of the shape of the drop. More 



precisely I m K <Z > where <Z > is the average of the square of 
the distance to the axis. The minimization of the rotational ener
gy therefore leeds to an increase of I and <Z^>. The rotational 
energy has an effect which, is qualitatively similar to the Coulomb 
energy. The main difference is due to the fact that the Coulomb 
energy has an extremun for spherical shapes due to the point sym
metry of the Coulomb potential. The rotational energy does not 
show such a preference for spherical shapes since it has axial 
symmetry. Furthermore the»taoment of inertia are obviously smaller, 
for similar shapes, for lighter nuclei and, thus, the rotational 
energies higher. This is opposite to the Coulomb energy trend 
which increases with mass. 

For x < 1 the. angular momentum effects may be summarized as 
follows 

- With increasing angular momentum the drop ground state first ca
kes a pancake shape, flattened in the direction of the angular mo
mentum. It then loses its axial symmetry and becomes triaxial, the 
larger axis being perpendicular to the angular momentum. The drop 
then stretches out until it becomes unstable towards fission. This 
occurs for some definite critical angular momentum. 

- The saddle point shape becomes more and more compact as the an
gular momentum increases. When the saddle shape and the ground 
state shape merge the critical angular momentum is reached. 

- Since the moment of inertia of the saddle point is larger than 
that of the ground state the fission barrier is decreased due to 

— a higher rising of the ground state by rotational energy. Fig. 5 
shows the value of the critical angular momentum as a function of 
A assuming the value of Z/A observed for beta stable nuclei. 

The first rising part of the critical angular momentum re
flects the decrease of the moment of inertia with A while the 
decreasing part of the curve is due to the decrease of the zero 
angular momentum fission barrier. 

- The mass asymmetry in the scission configuration is affected by 
an increase in angular momentum in a way similar to chat caused by 
an increase of the fissility parameter. 

As a consequence the Businaro Gallone point shifts to smal
ler values of thé fissility parameter with increasing angular mo
mentum. 

I 



2. Some significant experimental results and their relation to the 
liquid drop model predictions. 

We now present some experimental results which cannot be ex
plained in the frame of the liquid drop model of fission. Many 
other results may be seen in the proceedings of the four interna
tional symposia on the Physics an Chemistry of Fission which were 
held by the International Atomic Energy Agency at Salzburg (1965), 
Vienna (1969), Rochester (1973) and Julich (1979). 

2.1. Mass distributions. 
Fig.6(a)(b) and (c) show some low energy fission mass distri

butions, It can be seen that for nuclei heavier than Thorium the 
mass distributions are clearly asymmetric. This situation persists 
up to the Fermium isotopes where a transition back to symmetric 
distributions occurs in the region of Fm257, 258, Around Radium 
triple humped distributions appear, leading to 
symmetric distributions for lighter systems. It can also be seen 
that above Uranium the light edge of the heavy fragments distribu
tion remains more or less invariant in the region corresponding 
to the shells with 50 protons and 82 neutrons. Below Uranium it 
is the light edge of the light group which seems to stabilize 
around the magic neutron neumber M * 50. 

While the liquid drop model is unable to explain these mass 
distributions, the latest remarks strongly suggest that shell 
effects are at work in determining the mass distributions. 

When rising the excitation energy of the fissionning nucleus 
it appears that the mass distributions become more and more sym
metrical which, again agrees with the well known tendancy of shell 
effects to wash out with excitation energy. 

2.2. Fission barriers. 
Fission barriers are obtained from the study of fission exci

tation function. Before discussing the results we shortly recall 
Che. principle of the measure of fission barriers. One has to dis
tinguish the high excitation energy technique and the low excita
tion energy one. At high energy fission is only in significant 

competition with neutron emission. One assumes that all avai
lable channels for fission and neutron emission are fully opened. 
Therefore the relative probability of fission to neutron emission 
is simply proportional to the number of available channels in each 
case. Thus 

r p p s (A,Z,E"- B P) 
T " a p (A-1,Z,E" - B ) n n 
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where PS(A,Z,E - B_.) is the level density in the saddle point con
figuration for the fissionning species A,Z, the excitation energy 
at saddle being E : : - B_. Similarly p(A-I, Z, E"- B ) is the level' 
density in the daughter nucleus obtained by neutron evaporation 
and E"- B Che available excitation energy in this nucleus. 

In principle it is necessary to evaluate carefully the level 
densities taking into account shell structure effects which are 
different at saddle and*in the ground state configuration. This has 
been done by various authors and realistic fission barriers are 
obtained this way . 

For simplicity we assume that the level densities have the 
same exponantial form at saddle point and in the daughter nucleus. 
Thus 

a 
with •J 8(E-BF) 

In light systems B_ » B and T_ « T for small temperatures. 
It is thefefore very difficult to observe fission near the thres
hold. 
It is also wrong, in this case, to assume the same temperature at 
saddle point and in the daughter nucleus because of the rather 
large difference in the available exictation energies in both 
configurations. In fact one usually fits the energy dépendance of 
FF jr- to obtain B_ knowing B and the level density parameters. 1 r n n 
See for example Ref.19 for more detailed treatment. For heavy 
nuclei B„ and B have the same order or magnitude. The fission 
barrier may be» then, directly observed from the steep rise of the 
fission cross section close to the threshold. 

.- 8 Fig.7 shows the neutron induced fission cross section of 
U as a function of neutron energy. The fission barrier corres
ponds approximately to the first rise in the cross section. The 
following rises are due to fission after one or some neutrons 
emission. In fact fission cross sections near the cheshold are 
very seldom as simple as that displayed on Fig.7 and show struc
tures which we shall come back to. 

On Fig.8 we show the comparison between the experimental 
fission barriers and the predictions of the liquid drop model. It 
is seen that thé model cannot account for the very small variation 
«f the barriers in the actinide region. 



2.3. Fission Isomers. 
In their ground state nuclei may experience spontaneous fis

sion by a quantum mechanical tunnelling through the fission bar
rier. Accounting for this tunnelling is a very involved task since 
it requires the treatment of tunnelling through a multidimensional 
barrier and the knowledge of the inertia parameter for . 
the motion. À step towards such a treatment was made byH.C.Pauli, 

Nevertheless it has been possible to show systematic trends 
in spontaneous fission half lives and relate them to the fissility 
parameter. This is shown on Fig.9 together with the calculation of 
Pauli and Ledergerber, The plot is shown for even-even isoto
pes. Odd and Odd-Odd isotopes show increased lifetimes. It was a 
big surprise <rhen Polikamvet al.,8 discovered a 14 mS half life 
fissionning isomer of Am^ . Many other such fission isomers were 
discovered later on. The half life of some of them are shown on 
Fig.10. The isomeric lifetimes may be as ouch as 10~25 times shor
ter than the ground state lifetimes. At the time of their discove
ry these isomers could not be understood even taking into account 
the possibility of spin isomerism. 

2.4. Structures in fission cross sections. 
As stated above fission cross sections, close to the barriers 

may have rather complicated behavior. This is examplified in 
Fig.11(a) and (b) which show some fission probabilities for even-
even nuclei (11. a) and for one odd A nucleus (ll'.b). In the last 
case fission cross section rather them probability is shown. Ho
wever the two curves would show essentially the same structures. 
The structures observed in Fig.11(a) and (b) are seea with rather 
modest resolutions of several tens keV. We may call them gross 
structures. Much higher resolutions (a fraction of eV) a r e 

those obtained with neutron time of flight technique. With 
this technique it is possible to resolve individual compound sta
tes. In fissile nuclides which were first studied by this method 
it was found that the ratio ̂ F of the fission cross section to 
the total cross section - a_ fluctuated from resonance to re
sonance in a purely statisticalmanner. An example off typical to
tal and fission cross section is shown on Fig. 12(a) for U Z 3 5(n, 
f) . It was a surprise when the study of below threshold resonance 
fission showed (21,22) a very different behavior which is exam
plified in Fig.12(b) in the case of Pu 2 4 0(n,f). It is seen that 
resonances which fission cluster around definite energies. Some 
type of intermediate structure in fission cross section is at 
work. It should be noted that this structure is in the exit 
fission channel while most of the familiar ones in nuclear phy
sics are present in the entrance channel. By 1968 all these struc
tures in fission cross sections were hardly understood. 

f 
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2.5. Even-odd effects on charge distributions. 
It is only recently that it has become possible to obtain 

charge distributions of fission fragments. These charge distribu
tions reflect the gross features of the corresponding «ass distri
butions since, due to the isospin symmetry energy the ratio of 
charge to mass of the fragments is close to that of the fissionning 
nucleus. However it appeared that, besides these gross features, 
in some cases, fragments with even proton numbers where produced 
in much 1.-ger quantities thane fragments with odd-charges. The 
enhancement may reach a factor of 2. Furthermore this enhance
ment is a very sensitive function of the initial state of the 
fissionning nucleus. Fig.13 shows, for example, that, while even 
odd effects are clearly present and strong in the thermal neutron 
induced fission of U 235 they almost disappear for 3 MeV neutrons 

It was also shown 2 4 that the even-odd effects are almost 
absent in the thermal neutron induced fission of Pu 2 3 9. It seems 
clear, that these effects are related to the pairing interaction 
in nuclei. It is speculated that they offer 2 5 a powerful tool 
for studying the dynamics of fission. 

3. The synthesis between the liquid drop and shell models of nuclei 

Because of the inadequacies of the liquid drop model it was 
natural to try to apply the shell model to the study of fission. 
The Rilsson modified oscillator model 1 0 allowed the study of level 
schemes in deformed nuclei. We recall its form 2 6 which allows stu
dies of large deformations 

i W i , - a 2 V ? [ c o , Y Y 2 0 - 4 ? <Y,-> • * - , _ , ) ] a" y u 2 V T l c o S T *20 "7T ^22 * x2-2 

- 2 a 4 ^ T Y 4 0 * £ a i Y i o | 
i?»2,4 

- KIT Zn 1 2 l.s • y (I2 - <12>J 
o I a 

with P 2 " f ("x?2 * w
y
 y 2* W

Z
Z 2 V R 

In the last parenthesis one finds the usual l.s coupling term 
and the O- term which tends to simulate sharper edges for the poten
tial than has the harmonic oscillator itself. For Y • 0 one ob
tains an axially symmetric potential which, if one considers 
only the a. term,reduces to the standard harmonic oscillator. 

The total energy is then given by adding up the single parti
cle energies so that 

N neutrons * 
E(a 2,a 4) - E t L <a 2,a A) • E r.J~gJ« a 

i"l . . 2* k 
..* x 

"The angle arguments in the Y are defined in stretched coordinates. 
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One should note chat NiLsson uses the parameters 

£ - e 2 - -j o 2 and e 4 - - a 4 

.The result of such a computation of the total energy as a 
function of e and minimizing the energy with respect to e, is 
shown in Fig. 14 (upper full curve). It is clear that the result is 
totally unrealistic since no fission barrier appears on the plot. 
The reason for this failure is now understood. It is related to 
the difficulty to insure the self consistency of the model for 
large deformations, or more precisely for a large range of defor
mations. It is only locally approximated by the condition that the 
volume inside an equipotential should be kept constant. Fig. 14 
displays interesting wiggles especially for £ * 0.2 which corres
ponds to the ground state deformation of the actinide nuclei and 
around £ = 0.5. These wiggles reflect the behavior of the last 
filled single particle levels. On the other hand the lack of self 
consistency is probably related to the bulk protons and neutrons 
densities where all levels contribute. 

The ic"ea of Strutinsky was to use the liquid drop to take 
care of the self consistency requirement and the deformed shell 
model to keep the wiggles. The problem is therefore to extract 
Che significant wiggles from the deformed shell model total ener
gies. 

As said.above the total energy of the nucleus may be 
written as 

(n,p) (n,p) 
E(0) - Z. £.(0) - I. e6(£-£C6))de 

where 6 is a generalized deformation parameter. 

In essence the idea of Scrutinsky was to spread the strength 
of each particle level over a finite interval, the width of which 
must exceed the incer-shell spacing. One then defines an average 
shell model energy 

è(B) • T £ Rp(£-£.) d£ 
X 

where IL, is Che spreading function. 

The shell correction term is then defined as 
5E 8 h(8) - E(0) - E(0) 

and the total energy of Che nucleus is taken as 



E <« - E L . D . ( B ) + 5 E s h ( 6 ) 

Che liquid drop energy being computed for a shape defined by an 
equipotential of Che shell potential. 

Fig. 14 illustrates che method. Calculated barriers are shown 
on Fig. 15-

The very important result obtained by Strutinski and appea
ring on Fig.14 is that the fission barrier splits in two in the 
actinide region. This is the so called double humped barrier. The 
second prolate minimum occurs for deformations where the ratio of 
Che long axis to the short axis of the nucleus is close to 2. 

4. Experimental consequences of the splitting of the fission 
barrier. 

The conditions for the appearence of a secondary minimum in 
the fission barrier are : 

I)- The occurrence of a minimum in the shell correction which 
occurs around certain values of the deformation (2 : 1 as said 
above) and around certain neutron or (and) proton magic numbers 
(deformed shells). 

2)- This minimum has to coincide with the deformation of trw li
quid drop saddle point. This is due to the fact that the liquid 
drop barrier variations outside stationary points such as ground-
state or raddle point are so steep that they overcome the shell 
correction effects. 

The competition between the shell correction and the liquid 
drop explains the features observed on Fig.lA*. For small fissili-
ty parameters the second barrier coincides with the liquid drop 
saddle point and is, therefore, higher than the first barrier 
while the secondary minimum is rather shallow. 

For large fissility parameter the liquid drop saddle point 
shape coincides with the first shell correction maximum giving a 
first barrier much higher Chan the second and a very shallow se
condary minimum. It is in che U, Pu, Cm region that both barriers 
and secondary minimum are best developed. 



4.1. Fission isomers -
The secondary minimum corresponds to the fission isomer con

figuration. The isomeric lifetimes reflect rather well the syste-
matics of the computed fission barriers. For light systems like 
Th no isomer is seen and this is explained because the lifetime 
for back decay to the first minimum must be much smaller that 
for fissionning. For heavy systems like Cf the isomeric lifetime 
becomes too short to be measured. In between these regions the phe
nomenon of fission isomerism is well developed as seen on tig.10. 

Direct confirmation of this explanation of fission isomers 
have been obtained by Specht,^ and Metag,2^. Specht observed 
electron conversion lines in the electron spectrum coincident with 
delayed fission fragments which were coming from isomeric fission 
of Pu 2 , 4". These lines agreed with a rotational sequence and their 
spacing allowed the determination of a rotational constant 

j l - 3.35 keV 

Twice larger than in the first well. Metag has made use of the 
fact that electron conversion produces a high degree of ionisation 
of the atomic shells to determine the lifetime of the rotational 
states by a charge plunger technique. Using this technique a 
quadrupole moment of 37 barns was obtained corresponding to the 
value 2/1 for the ratio of major to minor axis of the isomer. 

Very recently K. Bemis" directly measured the quadrupole mo
ment of the fissionning isomer Am^Om. y e made use of a laser 
optical pumping technique and measured the hyperfine splitting of 
the optical transitions. Here again a value of the quadrupole mo
ment of 33 barns was found. 

4.2. Fission barrier systernatics. 
A rather good account of experimental fission barriers has 

been obtained using the Strutinsky approach. In fact experiment 
is able to provide the two barriers heigths as well as the second 
well depth. This is made possible by the measurement of isomer 
excitation functions. Fig.16 summarizes the state of the art as 
far as the two barriers E and E_ are concerned. The agreement 
wita calculations is within 1 to 2 MeV. More important, the trends 
of experiment and theory are the same except for the first bar
rier in the Thorium and light Uranium isotopes. This is the region 
of the Thorium anomaly which we shall come back to. 

"Private communication. 
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4.3. Structures in the fission probabilities. 
The double humped barrier provides a natural frame for ex

plaining both the strong resonances in the fission excitation 
function and the intermediate structures. One considers that the 
two configurations corresponding to the first and second well 
respectively are very different. One can therefore distinguish 
two classes of states according to the fact that most of the am
plitude of the wave function lies in the first well c; in the 
second well. Compound nucleus formation deals with the first well 
states. These states are only weakly coupled to the second well 
states. It is then well known from perturbation theory that the 
transition from a class I (first well) state to a class II state 
will be very much enhanced if the two states happen to have the 
same energies. The effective excitation energy in the second veil 
is smaller than.that in the first well by the isomeric state exci
tation energy. Therefore the density of class II states is expec
ted to be less than that of class I states. Further, class II sta
tes have uuch higher fission probabilities than class I states and 
act, therefore, as doorway states towards fission. This is exampli-
fied on Fig.!2b where the different groups of class I states which 
do fission correspond to specific class II states. 

If the class II states have a strong vibrational component 
in the fission direction their fission width is increased. This 
may be responsible for some of the broad structures observed in 
the low resolution excitation function. These structures are 
usually assumed to be vibrationnal resonances which correspond 
to 8-vibrational states in the second well. However in the Th 2^ 2 

case this interpretation is probably not correct. Here again we 
meet the Thorium anomaly. 

Including mass or reflection asymmetric shapes in the barrier 
calculations it was found that the second barrier height was si
gnificantly reduced for mass asymmetric nuclear shapes (for a 
review of the calculations see Ref.30) especially in the actini-
des region. Furthermore it was also found that this barrier became 
very flat and that even a shallow third minimum might develop on 
top of it. It was suggested that in Thorium isotopes experiment 
provided, in fact, the height of the second and third barriers. 
Recently Blons et al. 3 1 have shown that the most proéminent of the 
so called vibrational resonances observed in Thorium232(n,f) and 
Thorium230(n,f) could be resolved into a series of states. These 
states could be arranged in two rotational sequences 
displaced by a constant energy. Bohr and Mottelsson,32 have 
predicted that, for reflection asymmetric nuclear shape a split
ting of the rotational band into two bands with different pari
ties should occur. It seems more and more likely that this is 
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what has been observed in the Thorium isotopes. Furthermore the 
rotational constant obtained from these bands amount to about 
2 keV, in agreement with the expected deformation at the second 
saddle point. The rotational bands would be built on low lying sin
gle particle states in the third well. The fact that the structures 
are more apparent in odd nuclei than in even-even ones would also 
fit with this picture. 

The Thorium anomaly, therefore, seems to be related to an in
creased complexity of the fission barriers. In this case the se
cond barrier was involved. It seems that for the Californium isoto
pes the first barrier as well is more complex than anticipated. 
This is apparent on Fig.I!(a) where the fission probability func
tion of Cf252 shows very distinct resonances. It was in fact 
expected that no structures at all would appear in this case since 
only the first barrier would be of importance in determining fis
sion probabilities. 

Relaxing the constraint on axial symmetry it was found that 
the first barrier was probably axially asymmetric. In the Califor
nium 252 case the liquid drop barrier deformation coincides with an 
antishell structure and therefore a very flat first barrier is ex
pected in analogy with the Thorium case (for the second barrier). 
The structures observed in the C f " z fission probability curve 
might be due to single particle states built on an additional 
shallow minimum sitting on top of the first barrier. For even more 
.complexities in the potential energy surface see Ref.33. 

5. The origin of shell effects in deformed nuclei. 

At first sight it might seen that the use oi different defor
med independent particle models in the Strutinsky shell averaging 
procedure would lead to different deformations for the isomeric 
well and different predictions of the deformed magic numbers. 
Bloch and Balian, were the first to point out that the occurren
ce of shell effects, i.e. a bunching of the single particle energy 
levels, was intimatelely related to symmetries in the nuclear po
tential. More precisely shell effects are expected when there 
exist closed stationnary semi classical trajectories. This ques
tion has been further investigated by.several authors, among them 
Bohr and Mottelson,^2 and Strutinsky, . Here after we follow the 
approach of Bohr and Mottelson,32. Let us first examine 

5.1. The anisotropic harmonic oscillator case. 
For an axially symmetric oscillator characterized by its two 

frequencies u)x and UJ_ the energy writes 
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with n x + n_ « N 
n_ and nj_ being the number of quanta in the direction parallel 
and perpendicular to the symmetry axis respectively. There always 
exist a degeneracy of order 2(nj_+ I) of the eigenstates labeled 
by n_ and nj_ . Additional degeneracy will occur if two states 
with different values of n-andn^ coincide in energy 

4 - (n<°> • l) W j L • (n<o) • fa - («[»> • l) t t j L 

which leads to Uj_ An j_ + w_ ûn„ • 0 
+ («2° + ° WZ 

where clearly An_j_ and An_ are integers which we denote i and -j 
so that u>_ u) 

• w - -£•--= 
C 1 j 

it follows that all states with n_ and n x such that 
N

c " n
Z
 i * n± J 

will have the same energy 
4 " < n

z

 + i ) w z + ( n J - + 1 ) U ) J . 

« (n z + j)i o»c + (nj_ + l)jw c 

- J

C

( N C + J + Î i> 
We also note that all levels belong to one of these shells which 
can be labeled by the quantum number N r. 

W Z On the other hand if —- is not rational there exists no 
other degeneracy in the -»- spectrum than that related to n L . 
The magnitude of the shell effects depends on w . 

Since a) and w are related by 
2 3 

u>x a) - u^ 
one obtains . 

w - « (j 2i)" 3 c o 
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Prolate shapes are obtained for' j > i. One sees that, for the 
same set of integers oblate shapes develop stronger shell effects, 
than prolate ones. However these shell effects have not been obser
ved due to the behavior of the liquid drop energy. For prolate sha
pes the stronger shell effect is obtained for j • 2 and i - 1. The 
distance between shells is equal to approximately two third of 
that of the spherical configuration. 

We note that the classical trajectories are given by 
Z • a sin(u>_ t + q.) 

X - b sin(u)x t + q«) 

y » c sin(u> t • q_) 

The condition for occurrence of shells therefore means that 
the classical trajectories close upon themselves after a period 

fm 2 ir . _ . _ T_ - — • l I , » l T, C u . Z J X 
c 

This is an example of the general result obtained by Bloch 
and Balian, . 

We have shown that shell effects occur in the anisotropic 
oscillator when the ratios of frequencies u>_ is rational. 

This ratio is, of course, the ratio of the axis of the ISO-
potential ellipsoids. Due to the self consistency required from 
nuclear independent particle models it is -'*lso the ratio of the 
axis of the nuclear matter density profiles. However it is not 
the ratio of the axis of the isoprobability surfaces of indivi
dual wave functions. From the properties of the harmonic oscil
lator one has . 

2 2 -trtn^ + 1) 
<x + y >n. » J- Mu, 

so that for fixed n„, nj_ the isoprobability surfaces are ellip
soids with axis ratio varying as /u 

The self consistency is only obtained through a 
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(k) (k) 
rearrangement in the oscillator occupation numbers. Let n^ , nj. 
the quantum numbers of the states occupied by nucléon k. The self 
consistency requirement reads 

E « V s r „Vnz + i ) -7-2 
k-l z k-l Mu, Z 

and Î <x£> - £ L E <n< k )
+ ») - - 2 , 

k-l ^ ^J- k., * 2 ^ 2 

£ <y2> . Jr. E (n ( k )* ») - -» 
k-l tfa)j_ k-l y MM! 

a being a normalization constant. 
We have expressed, here, the proportionality between the rms 

length of the nuclear matter density and that of the axis of the 
isopotential surfaces. Denoting by E. and E the energy stored in 
the relevant degrees of freedom we oEtained, therefore, the condi
tion 

E z -ttl^ (n<k) * 1) - « M ^ (n k ) + 1) 

- -tlîta), ( n ( k ) + i) - E - E . J- y 2' x 5 
expressing the equipartition of energy. This condition is fulfil
led by the rearrangement of nucléons at the level crossings. The 
equipartition of energy between the three degrees of freedom of 
the oscillator implies that the nucléons have the same root mean 
square average velocities with respect to the three axis and,there
fore, that the amplitude of their motion along these are just 
proportionals to the period of the relevant motion that is 

hm*L 
Tz T x 

This is nothing more than the self consistency condition, 
derived from the equipartition of energy rule. We now try to gene
ralize the results just obtained for the harmonic oscillator. 
5,2, More general potentials. 

We restrict ourselves to the consideration of separable 
potentials. Let q. be one of the separable variable for the motion 
of the studied system. If the system motion is finite, it is, 
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periodical with a period T. and takes place between two extrema 
qîl^and q(2). Then clearly 

1 * a ( 2 ) q ( î ) 

T i V(o FUJW PU t T ( q i q i } 

where v. • q. » -7— l n i dt 

i 

Assuming a constant mass parameter m. for the motion clearly 

T »»i 
Thus j 

where 
I i 2TT J l L 

is knownas the action variable and is routinely used in the Bohr 
Sommerfeld quantization rule. One also gets 

w. -23L.il i T. 3 i . 
Developing tne energy as a function of the action variable gives 

E(I,..I2...) - E(lj0)... I,J0)) 

•tdi-lj) W^l^l) *°\\' l[0>) 
Bunchings of energy levels, or shells, occur for values of 
I, • •• I. such that the linear term cancels 1 i 

£<I. - l{o)> ».<l{o) .. I k
0 )..) - 0 • i l i l * 

One recognizes a condition similar to condition 5.1 obtained for 
the harmonic oscillator if one sets 
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Therefore, with general separable potentials shells occur 
when the ratios of the periods of the closed classical orbits are 
rational, with especially strong effects for small integer frac
tions . 

In the deformed independent particle model the oscillator \ 
quantum numbers nj_ and n_ may still be used to label the nucle-
onic states together with A and E, 

To first order the harmonic oscillator frequencies Uj_ and 
o>z are still equal to the classical paths frequencies. The condi
tion for shell occurrence is still. 

w z J 
If one assumes that the self consistency requirement implies 

the equipartition of energy between the three approximately sepa
rated variables x y and Z relation 5.2 should be approximately 
valid for the realistic Independent Particle Models such as Nilsson 
model. Realistic calculations show indeed the occurrence of defor
med shells with 2/1 ratio for prolate shapes corresponding to the 
fission shape isomers. The magic proton and neutron numbers rele
vant to these shapes are 86-88 and 148 respectively. 

6. Origin of the asymmetry of fragments mass distributions. 

A full dynamical theory of nuclear fission has still to be 
developed and only such a theory could provide an understanding 
of the features of fission fragments'mass distributions. However 
different static models have met some success in reproducing the 
general features of these distributions. 

These models share a common approach in that they choose a 
quasi-static configuration and assume that mass yields are deter
mined by the corresponding available phase space. The reference 
configuration have been chosen either as the saddle-point or as 
the so called scission point considered as two touching fragments. 
Two different assumptions have been made concerning the available 
phase space depending upon the amount of coupling expected between 
the collective and intrinsic nuclear excitations. We shall now 
consider three approaches which encompass these features. 
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6.1. The saddle point model. -± 
C F . Tsang and J.B. Wilhelmy, pointed out that the reflec

tion assymetric shape of the second saddle-point might be respon- ' 
sible for the asymmetric mass distributions of fission fragments. 

The minimum potential energy at the second saddle point is 
found to correspond to reflexion asymmetric shapes. Tsang and 
Wilhelmy define an asymmetric fission barrier B which corresponds 
to this minimum while a symmetric fission barrier B_ corresponds 
to the height of the second saddle point obtained with the cons
traint of reflection symmetry put upon the nuclear shapes. For 
excitation energies well above both barriers the ratios of symme
tric mass splits to most probable asymmetric mass splits are deter-

• l M d b y V aA ( E'" BA> 
£ . * 
v JÇIB=Ç 

e 
where a and a_ are the level density parameters for asymmetric 
and symmetric saddle point configurations. £ is the peak to valley 
ratio of the mass distributions. Here full equilibration between 
the collective and intrinsic degrees of freedom is assumed. Below 
the barrier and more especifically for spontaneous fission Tsang 
and Wilhelmy write _ 

£ L^à 
v " ! » 

e ^ S 
where "hu. and -hws are characteristic of the barriers penetrabili
ties. Tsang and wilhelmy achieved a rather good correlation bet
ween the experimental and computed values of p/v with reasonable 
values for the level density parameters and barrier penetrability. 
They predict a switch to symmetric fission in the Fermium region 
and observe two saddle points,one symmetric, one asymmetric in the 
Radium region which might explain the triple humped mass distribu
tions in this mass region. The shell effects are predicted to wash 
out when the excitation energy increases. 

This washing out stem from the nuclear level density beha
vior. At low excitation energy the level density increases less 
steeply for closed shell or near closed shell configurations so 
that a. < a_ A S 

However B A - B L D - e 8 h < B s 
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so that, for given excitation energy E 

Here è , is the shell correction to the liquid drop barrier and 
we assume that for symmetric configuration the level density is 
the Fermi gas level density while the shell correction may be ne
glected. For high excitation energies the level density for asym
metric saddle point shapes approaches,^ 

PA 
yVEMxW- v - E s h i _ , j V E s - ,<*), 

It should be noted that for negative shell effects (e > 0) the 
level density always remain larger or, at high excitation energies, 
at least equal to the Fermi gas density obtained without shell 
effects. 

In the frame work of the original saddle point model of Tsang 
and Wilhelmy the behavior of the mass distributions as a function 
of excitation energy in the Radium region remained puzzling becau
se the raise of the symmetric component was much too rapid to be 
accounted for by the washing out of the shells. A possible expla
nation of this behavior has been found when it was realized that 
the symmetric saddle point responsible for the symmetric bump in 
the mass distribution has lost the axial symmetry. This leads to 
a steeper rise of the level density, than for the mass asymme
tric axially symmetric saddle point. 

• 

6.2. The scission point models. 
The first scission point model, and in fact the first par

tially successful quantitative model of fission was introduced 
by P. Fong, 3 7. The basic idea of P. Fong was that the fission 
fragments' properties were determined at a very late stage in the 
fission process due to the slowness of the process itself. This 
late stage could be approximated by two nascent fragments in con
tact. The fragments could be deformed and were submitted to their 
mutual polarizing influence. 

In Fong's model this influence was purely Coulombic. 
Wilkins et al, 3 8 add a nuclear interaction term and*relaxing the 
condition that the two fragments should be touching, introduce a 
distance d between the two tips of the fragments. The potential 
energy of the "scission configuration" can then be written 

V(A,, Zj, A 2, Z 2, 6,, S 2, d) - Mo(Aj Zj) • M o(A 2, Z2> 
• P(A,, Z,, B,) + fl(A2, Z 2, 0 2) • l/c(Aj, Z,, A 2, Z 2, S,, 6yd) 
• UN(A,, Z,, A 2, Z 2, 0,, S 2, d) 
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where 8. and B- are the sec of deformation parameters of fragments 
1 and 2, M (A, Z) the ground state mass of fragment (A,Z). 
P(A,Z,B) the deformation energy with respect to ground s. .« of 
fragment (A,Z) with deformation B, V and V„ the Coulomb and Nu
clear interactions between the fragments. 

The available or free energy in the system amounts to 

E~(Aj, ZJ, A 2, Z 2, B,, B 2, d) - Mo(A, • Aj, Zj • Z 2) • E X 

- V{kr Z,, A 2, Z 2, B,, B 2. d) - Ej • E 2 

where E is the initial excitation energy of the fissioning 
nucleus (A. • A 2, Z. + ZJ). 

x x 
E. and E_ are the respective part of the free energy shared 

between tha fragments. 
In both Fong's and Wilkins* models the probability that a 

given scission configuration is realized is given by 

l" 1 Y(Aj, Zj, A 2, Z 2, B,, B 2) = e T = e" T 

ter. 
It can be seen here that d is considered as a free parame-

According to Fong the temperature T is calculated according 
to the standard statistical theory namely 

E* E* E ^ E ; 
a, a 2 a, • a 2 

where a. and a- are the level density parameters of nuclei 1 and 
2. To some extent the dépendance o*' a. and a, upon the shell 
structure of the fragments counteract tne influence of shells 
in the potential energy surface. We shall show later that the full 
statistical assumption of Fong cannot explain the even-odd effects 
presented by the fragments' charge distribution. These effects 
find a natural explanation in the frame of the thermodynamical 
model of W. Norenberg,3' which has been applied by B. Wilkins et 
al.38. This model makes a distinction between intrinsic such *.% 
two quasi particles, and collectives excitations. It assumes that 
during the descent from the saddle point to scission the collecti
ve excitations are strongly coupled between themselves and to the 
fission motion itself while the coupling to intrinsic excitation 
is weak. The amount of intrinsic excitation is, therefore, essen
tially determined at the saddle point and can be characterized by 
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an intrinsic temperature T. which is essentially kept down to 
scission. The intrinsic * temperature has a direct influence -
on the amount of shell correction to be included in the deforma-
tion energies 9(A,r,8) which become, therefore, dependant on T. 
The strong coupling between the collective excitations lead to a 
thermal equilibrium between thea characterized by a collective 
température T .. . Therefore the probability for observing a gi
ven scission "configuration becomes-. . « 

T(A I,Z |,A 2,Z 2,B,,8 2) = e coil 

Vilkins et al. were able to obtain a satisfactory account of 
the trends of the mass distributions from the triple fumped Radium 
to the Fermiurn ones. The tendancy towards symmetry with increased 
excitation energy is obtained through the induced increase of the 
intrinsic temperature T 

int. 
The liquid drop potential energy minimum is obtained for qua-

drupolar deformations 8 of the fragments around 0.6. Therefore the 
2:1 shell effects in the fragments, corresponding to the same va
lue of 8 are very effective. The shells responsible for the mass 
assymetry of the fragments' distribution were found to be those 
with N - 86 and N - 64 which give rise to pronounced minima in the 
potential energy surfaces- Spherical shells at N - 82 Z • 50 and 
H • 50 play an important role for determining the kinetic and exci
tation energies of the fragments. The maximum kinetic energy, for 
example is obtained when the heavy fragment has Z « 50 and a .very 
low excitation energy. These features are, indeed, observed in ex
periment . 

A possible explanation of the successes of both the saddle 
point and scission point approaches nay be found in the work of 
Mustafa et al.40. These authors used a two center shell model to 
follow the potential energy surface from the saddle point to the 
scission configuration. Their calculations seem to indicate that 
the shell structures in the final fragmenrs influence the poten
tial energy surfaces already at the second saddle point as shown 
on Fig.17. Mustafa,41 points out that Che dynamics of the descent 
from saddle point to scission might play an important role in de-
ttrming the asymmetric or symmetric character of the mass distri
butions in the Fermium region. The experimental evidence in this 
mass region seems to favor a slow motion cowards fission. However 
except for that case, and possibly in the Polonium region it ap
pears chat mass distributions are not very sensitive to the fis
sion dynamics. We now show that charge distributions and more 
precisely the even-odd straggling which some of them present may 
be the most speccracular manifestation of these dynamics. 
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J. The signifiance of the even-odd effects on charge distributions. 
Let us first remark that charge distributions are not affected 

by evaporation processes after scission so that they allow to draw 
directly conclusions on the fission mechanism. Fig.13 shows that 
fragments with even charges are produced in larger quantities than 
with odd charges in the thermal neutron induced fission of U^-". 
The magnitude of this enhancement can be measured by the even-odd 
effect parameter 

Y - Y Y and Y Q being the yields of 6 a < -x—- v > fragments with even and odd 
e o charges respectively. ! 

where the average is taken over the full charge distribution. 
Table 7.1 summarizes our knowledge of the even-odd effects which 

have been measured to date 
Table 7.1 

Fissioning System 
229 "(42) 

1 0 + nth -
Even-odd Effect 6 in 

35 * 5 
232 (46) 

1 , 1 + n3MeV 
u 2 3 5 • . « • " > 

30 t 

22 ± 
12 
7 

u 2 3 3 •.<*•> 23 t 5 
P u 2 3 9 + n < ^ 3 t 5 
Pu 2 4 1 • ng*> 4 t 5 
Cf 2 5 2(,,f)^ 2> 
235 (42) 

0 + n3MeV 
u 2 3 5 *«îî 5i 

12 ± 
5 '* 
8* 

.2 
3 
4 *2MeV 

Note that our discussion deals only with even Z fissioning 
species. „ 

Fig.18 shows the charge distribution of Th (n . ,f) which dis
plays the most spectacular even-odd effects observed to-date. 

The Table shows two very interesting trends. 
The even-odd effects seems to depend very much on the nature 

of the fissioning nucleus. They decrease dramatically from Uranium? 
to Plutoniums. 

They also very strongly with the excitation energy of the fis
sioning nucleus to the extent that they almost disappear with on
ly 3 MeV extra excitation in U " 5 fission. 

This behavior is not compatible with such approaches as 
Pong's statistical model. Qualitatively this stems from the fact 
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Chat Che sCatistical model emphasizes Che pi mercies of the final 
fragments. It is hard Co understand what could make Che difference 
between Plutoniums and Uraniums fission fragments as far as Che pa
rity of Cheir charges is concerned. Similarly an increase of 3 MeV 
in Che total excitation energy has no reason Co change dramatical
ly the fragments propercies. À full quantitative analysis of Che 
statistical model predictions wich respecC Co even-odd effects is 
given in Ref.42. We shall content ourselves, here, wich a simpli
fied approach. Wichin Che statistical scheme Che fragments yields 
ar* given by ( / T 

i - e 
where Q is Che final energy balance of Che reaccion 

Q - Mo(A,+A2, Z,+Z2) - Mo(A,,Zj) - M Q ( A 2 , Z 2 ) 

and V is Che potential energy at scission; T being a temperature. 
The energy balance when Che two fragments have even charges is hig
her Chan when chey have odd charges 

Q - Q - 2 A xe xo 
A being Che average pairing gap in Che fragments. 

Thus 
*• « . " V 1 2A/T — « e • e 
Yo 

assuming no even-odd effect on V. 

Practically, because Che level density (or temperature) has 
a dépendance upon Che even-odd character of Che fragments (this 
dépendance tends Co wash ouc Che even-odd effects) one may define 
an effective pairing correcCion 

Y e D/T 
o 

Where D should be at most of Che order of 2A (2.5 MeV). 

If one considers the even-odd effects observed for thermal 
and 3 MeV neutrons induced fission of U 2 3 5 one gets 

Y -£-
^ t h " '-5-e Tth 

t h u s Tch " TTÏ 
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and 
(1±) -l.ll T » — VY ;3MeV 3MeV 0.1 o 

giving T 3 M e V „ 4 

Tth 
a very unreasonable value. In other words the strong variations 
of the even-odd effects with excitation energy would imply a much 
to fast variation of temperature with energy. 

A simple explanation of both the observed even-odd effects 
and of their variations with excitation energy and nuclear species 
is obtained if one assumes that the total number of proton pair 
breaking during the fission process is small. To keep the argu
ment as simple as possible we first consider that no additional 
pair breaking occurs after saddle-point. If the nucleus is comple
tely paired at the saddle-pointy like in below-the-barrier fission, 
only fragments with even-Z will be produced since an odd-Z oddZ 
split requires that at least one pair has been broken. If at least 
one pair is broken at saddle point the number of oddZ-oddZ and 
evenZ-evenZ splits will be equal since the now uncorrelated nu
cléons may end up indifferently in any of the two fragments. In 
this picture the observed excess of even-Z fragments is therefore 
a measure of the probability that the saddle point configuration 
has no broken proton pair. 

p(p) . g . Ye &6 
o Y • Y 

'e x o 
This relationship holds if one relaxes the assumption that 

pairs are not broken after the saddle-point provided one keeps 
the requirement that the unpaired nucléons end in the same frag
ment with the same probability as in different ones. 

Along this line the variation of the even-odd effects obser
ved in U 2 3 5 neutron induced fission is readily understood. In
creasing the excitation energy at saddle-point by 3 MeV decreases 
strongly the probability that no proton pair is broken. More quan
titatively 3 MeV correspond to a little more than two additional 
broken pairs at saddle-point. Those can be either proton or neu
tron pairs with respective approximate probabilities -r and -r . 

The probability that t^e two broken pairs be neutron pairs 
is, therefore, (**) also equal to the probability that no addi
tional proton pair is broken. For U 2 3 this leads to 0.37 reduc
tion of the probability of no proton pair breaking and correspon
dingly to an expected decrease of the even-odd amplitude from 22% 



for thermal neutrons to about 8Z. A smaller value is obtained if, 
the relative probabilities of neutron to proton pair breaking is 
taken to be proportional to the densities near the Fermi surface 
rather than to the bulk densities. Then the reduction amounts to 
N 2 / 3 ? ( 2/3—zjy * *ead"*8 to an even-odd amplitude of 7£. 

These values are close to the experimentally observed ones. 

The important point in this simple picture is that whenever 
pairs are broken at saddle they remain so down to scission, 
in accordance with the thern»dynamical model of Norenberg. 
Additional pair breaking can occur after the saddle point and it 
is assumed that their number does not depend strongly upon the 
excitation energy at saddle point. 

The fact that pair breaking does occur past the saddle-point 
configuration is clearly evident from the production of odd-Z ele
ments in spontaneous fission. It would be of importance, as we 
shall see later, in order to understand the dynamics of fission, 
to know when, in the process, those pairs are broken. We say that 
a pair is broken early if the two unpaired nucléons behave inde
pendently as far as their final location in fragments is concerned; 
we say that a pair is broken late when the two unpaired nucléons : 
end in different fragments. This is the situation which we expect 
to occur when pairs ̂ ^roken due to a sudden snap off of the neck 
joining the two nascent fragments. The study of the fragments ex
citation energies (or kinetic energies) may provide a clue to the 
question of when pairs are broken. Considering the case of early 
pair breaking it is clear that evenZ-evenZ splits will lead to the 
condensation, during the deexcitation of the fragments, of one 
more proton pair than oddZ-oddZ ones. Therefore the total excita
tion energy for even-even splits should be about 2A higher than 
for the odd-odd case. Due to energy conservation one does not ex
pect any even-odd effect on the fragments kinetic energies. Let 
E£'' and E£ ' the kinetic energies corresponding to the cases 
without and with pair breaking respectively. We may express the 
kinetic energies expected, for early pair breaking, for odd-odd 
splits and even-even splits respectively 

Ejdd(Z) - E<2> 

Eeven ( z ) . p^p) ^1) + l f ( J. p(p) ) E ^ i o + P ^ ) 

putting E/ ' - E/ • a 

I 



and recal l ing thaC P ̂ P) 
.even odd, 25 
K ( z ) " K ( z ) " rri a (7.1) 

does not depend on the number of 
This formula only holds if it is assumed that the kinetic 

energy will pair breaking E^ 
broken pairs. 
Fig.l9.(a) shows an example of observed even-odd effects on light 
fragments'kinetic energy. One can deduce total kinetic energies 
from such data by the approximate reltionship 

E K " Z . + Z 2 I 
Fig.19(b) shows the variation of the even-odd effect with fragments' 
charge. Here the amplitude of the even-odd effect is determined 
from the third oder difference of the logarithmic yields as indi
cated on the figure. The two definitions of the even-odd effects 
are strickly equivalent when the charge yields are gaussians modu
lated by the even-odd effects. 

It is clear on Fig.I 9 that relationship (7.1) is not fulfilled. 
It seems therefore, that at least in the case of Th^ 2 9 pairs may 
be broken late. The strong variations of the even-odd ef
fects on the fragments yields visible on Fig.19(b) point to the 
same direction since they mean that pair breaking occurs after the 
bulk charge and mass distributions have been determined. 

Some quantitative predictions can be made under the assump
tion of late pair breaking. We make the hypothesis that n pairs 
may be broken with equal probability. Whenever an odd nurober of 
pairs is broken an odd-odd Z splits is obtained while the reverse 
is true when no or an even number of pairs is broken. For one pair 
to be broken an amount a of fragments' total kinetic energy is 
required. Then one can show that 

-even „odd 2 «Slog 3 O (7.2) 

The difference between the predictions of expression 7.1 and 
7.2 is 'ihown in the table 7.2. 

6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 

K - E. )/a Early pair breaking 0.18 0,33 0.57 0.95 

( E k - E. )/d Late pair breaking 0.47 0.67 0.87 0.99 

Table^-7,2 computed relative enven-odd effects in kinetic energies 
according to two different hypothesis or the pair breaking mecha
nism. 

I 
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From the table it is clear that the late pair breaking assumption 
gives a better account of the small variations of the differences 

It is also possible to estimate the average number of broken 
e early 

- log 6 

pairs y . In the early pair-breaking assumption 

while in the late pair breaking assumption 

V " - -J log 6 

An estimate of the excitation energy in the fragments due 
to broken proton pairs is obtained by 

X ( , ) — 2 A (log 5 + (I-5)/2) 

in the early pair breaking case and 

X ( 2 ) — A (log 6 + (1-6)) in the late pair breaking one 

Here- A is the pairing gap. 

To this contribution one must add a similar one due to neu
tron pair breaking. The computed excitation energies for 
Cf 2 5 2(sf), U 2 3 5(n t h,f) and Th 2 29(n t h»f) are shown in Table 7.3 

Table 7.3 

X * 0 (MeV) 

C f 2 5 2 ( s , f ) U ( n t h , f ) T h 2 2 9 ( n t h , f ) 

X * 0 (MeV) 8 5.5 3.5 

x £ 2 ) (MeV) 3.1 1.8 1 

Computed intrinsic excitation energies according to two hypothesis 
It is seen that the assumption made on the pair breaking 

mechanism have strong consequences on the amount of damping of 
the collective modes in the fission process. The late pair brea
king hypothesis assumes, of course, a very small damping in the 
first stage of the descent from the saddle point. 

Obviously more experimental results are required to allow 
definite conclusions concerning the best assumption to make. 



Especially studies of the even-odd effects as function of excitation 
energy above the saddle point should give fruitful information. 

CONCLUSION -
During the course of these lectures we have found that our 

basic understanding of the statics of the fission process is rather 
satisfactory although very subtle and interesting effects are 
still beeing found related to the potential energy surfaces. Owing 
to fission a spectroscopy of nuclei in extreme state of deforma
tion has been made possible. 

The long standing problem of the assymetry of mass distri
butions appears to find its solution in the influence of deformed 
or spherical shells in the fragments all the way from the second 
saddle-point. 

On the other hand our understanding of the fission dynamics 
is still rather poor. We may hope that the careful study of the 
charge distributions of fission fragments will shed light on this 
problem. * • -
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Fig.I Shapes of nuclear surfaces for \ - 2 and X « 4 deformations 
only with axial symmetry (u - 0). 
Reproduced from W. Sviatecki, Phys. Rev. 101 (1956) 101. 

Fig.2 Map of the potential energy of the liquid drop as a func
tion of a» and a,. 
Reproduced from L. Wilets (Ref.16). 

Fig.3 Saddle point shapes for various values of x according to 
Cohen and Sviatecki, UCRL 10450 (1962). 

Fig.4 Energy of deformation at scission» in units of E as a 
function of A. Z, for various values of the 
«• -T~ C , y i Z "Â" " ~Z* fissiiity parameter x. 
From L. Wilets (Ref.16). 

Fig.5 Fission stability of a liquid drop. The figure shows the 
value 1 of the angular 
barrier vanishes. Afte 
Phys. Rev. 82 (1974) 557. 

value 1 of the angular momentum above which the fission 
barrier vanishes. After Cohen, Plazil and Swiatecki, 

Fig.6(a)- Fission product mass yield curves for thermal neutron 
induced fission of U 2 3 3 , U^35 f p u

2 3 ' a n d spontaneous fis-
fission of Shaded areas indicate approximate posi
tions of nuclear shell edges. Curves are denoted by the 
symbol of the fissioning nucleus. From Ref.19. 

Fig.6(b) - Primary fission fragment mass yield distributions 
Helium-ion induced fission of Bi 2° 9, R a 2 2 6 and U 2 3 8 . 

for 
For 

convenience of display, the number of events for each sys
tem has been multiplied by the scale factor given in pa
rentheses , 
(A) B i 2 0 9 (42 MeVHe 4»f) 

(B) R a 2 2 6 (30.8 MeV He 4f) 

(C) R a 2 2 6 (38.7 MeV He4,f) 

(D) U 2 3 8 (29.4 MeV He 4 f) 

(E) O 2 3 8 (42.0 MeV He 4 f) 

Taken from Ref.19. 
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»• c/ N » . • u c * 254 _ 256 -, 257 Fig.6(c) Pre-neutron mass yield curves for Fm , Fm , Fm , 

_ 258 . _, 259 Fm and Fm 

Fifc2 

After D. Hoffman, 4 th Inc. Symp. on Physics and Chemis
try of Fission, IAEA Jûlich (1979). 

The neutron-induced fission cross section of U 
plotted as a function of neutron energy. 
From Ref. 19. 

238 is 

Fig.8 The simple liquid-drop model prediction of the fission 
barrier height as a function of the fissility parameter 
x (Cohen and Swiatecki, 1963). In order to present the 
results in MeV, the ordinate corresponds at each x value 
to typical values of Z and A for known nuclei, using the 
surface energy constant of Green (1954). The experimen
tal barrier heights were plotted at x values assuming 
(Z /A) . is equal to 50.13. The ratio of the barrier 
height to the surface energy of a sphere is indicated 
by the slightly nonlinear scale at the right, o Even-even, 
A odd-A, • odd-odd. 
From Ref. 19. 

Fig.9 Comparison of calculated (dots) and measured (crosses) 
life times for spontaneous fission. 
From Ref. 20. 

Fig.10 Spontaneously fissioning isomer half-lives as a function 
of neutron number< Circles, triangles and squares repre
sent values for even-even, odd-A, and odd-odd nuclei, 
respectively. 
From R. Vandenbosh, 3rd Symposium on Physics and Chemis
try of Fission, IAEA, Rochester (1973) 252. 

Fig.11(a)-Fission probabilities for plutonium, curium and califor
nium isotopes. 
From Ref.33. 

232 Fig.l1(b)-Fission cross-section of Th between 1.I and 2 MeV 
neutron energy. 
From D. Paya. Lectures given at the IV International 
School on Nuclear Physics, Varna (1979). 

Fig.12(a)-Resonance structure in the interaction of neutrons with 
in the energy range from 0.1 to 5 eV. The observed 

total cross section, fission cross section, and scatte
ring cross section are displayed. 
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240 Fig.12(b)-The neutron fission cross section of Pu is compared 

with the total neutron cross section to demonstrate 
the grouping of fission resonances. 
From Ref. 22. 

Fig.13 Element yields distribution in 3 MeV and thermal fission 
of 2 3 5 U _ • „ , . , , , o. Experimental yields 

A. Yields of complementary product 

Fig.14 Schematic extension of the Nilsson diagram shows (b) 
features that help to explain the energy curves in (a). 
The upper heavy curve in (a) is based on volume conser
vation within equipotential surfaces of the potential 
from which the single particle energies are calculated. 
The lower heavy curve is that obtained by requiring the 
general trend to be consistent with the liquid drop mo
del as suggested by Strutinsky. Small open circles indi
cate the topmost occupied levels ; they may refer to 
either neutrons or protons. Initial downward curvature 
of energy in (a) corresponds to the first hump of the 
fission barrier ; thereafter, the curve wavers upward 
and downward about an average curve shown in dashed form. 
From Ref. 19. 

Fig. 15 Fission barriers for actinide nuclei, calculated with 
the folded Yukawa potential and the droplet model. The 
dashed curves (which sometimes coincide with the solid 
curves) give the potential energy for symmetric deforma
tions as a function of the distance r between the centers 
of mass of the two nascent fragm ents. The solid curves 
give the potential energy along a path that leads'over 
the mass-asymmetric second saddle point. This path is 
usually determined by minimizing the potential energy 
with respect to mass asymmetry for fixed values of r. 
However, when such a path jumps discontinuously from one 
valley to another without passing over the asymmetric 
saddle point, the path in this region is determined by 
the method of steepest descent. This explains why the 
solid curves sometimes lie above the dashed curves. The 
potential energy for each nucleus is calculated with 
single-particle levels for 25°Cf. 
From Ref. 30. 
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Fig-»6 Comparison of experimental fission barriers [37] to va
rious theoretical calculations from Moller (solid line), 
Pauli and Ledergerber (thin solid line) and Moller and 
Nix (dashed lines). E has been corrected for effect of 
axial asymmetry. 
From Ref. 33. 

236 Potential energy of U, calculated by Mustafa, Mosel, 
and Schmitt with a modified two-center oscillator poten
tial [36]. Contours of constant potential energy are 
plotted as functions of the neck radius D and the masses 
of the two nascent fragments. The contours are spaced at 
intervals of I MeV and are labelled by the energy (in 
MeV) relative to the ground-state minimum potential ener
gy ; an additional contour is included near each saddle 
point. The dashed lines represent interpolated or extra
polated values. 

Fig.18 Light fragments'charge yields in Th 229 (n t h,f). 

229 
Fig. 19(a)-Even-odd effect for Th ( n

th'^ a s a f u n c r-i° n ot frag
ment charge. The even-odd effect amplitude ô is de
fined as 

6(Z • |) - expi(-)Z+,[L3-L0-3(L2-LI)]/8 \ 1 

where L » Log[Y(Z • n)] (n » 0,1 ,2 ,3) 

and Y(Z + n) represents the charge y ie ld integrated 
over energy. 

Fig.19(b)-The most probable fragments kinet ic energy as a function 
of nuclear charge for Th"' (n . , f ) . . 
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